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YOUR COMMITMENT

$5,000
• 4" blue glass orb
• 3 lines, up to 24 characters each
•  Invitation to unveiling of From the Heart  

art installation, spring 2022

 

$10,000

• 51⁄2" green glass orb
• 3 lines, up to 24 characters each 
•   Invitation to unveiling of From the Heart  

art installation, spring 2022
•  Inclusion on main donor wall recognizing  

cumulative giving

$15,000

• 7" green/blue glass orb
• 3 lines, up to 24 characters each
•   Invitation to unveiling of From the Heart  

art installation, spring 2022
•  Inclusion on main donor wall recognizing  

cumulative giving
•  Commemorative bowl to keep as a  

memento or give as a gift

 

Join early so you don't miss 
out. There are a limited  
number of glass orbs  

available, and there is a  
limited time to commit.

We will work with you to 
customize a pledge schedule.  

Your gift can be paid for  
over up to five years.

Making your gift

With our historic redevelopment well underway, 
you can be part of a once-in-a-generation 
opportunity at Michael Garron Hospital.

Our new Ken and Marilyn Thomson Patient Care 
Centre, opening in 2022, will be enhanced by a 
dedicated art piece inspired by our $100-million 
Heart of the East fundraising campaign. Elegant 
and eye-catching, it will be prominently located 
outside of our public auditorium, near the new 
main lobby. Engraved glass orbs of three sizes 
and colours will be arranged in a striking display 
that captures the spirit of Michael Garron Hospital 
as the heart of our East Toronto community. 

Giving a gift From the Heart will support Michael 
Garron Hospital’s transformative redevelopment 
project, which will replace half of our hospital 
by 2024. Construction of the new patient care 
centre and extensive renovations throughout the 
existing hospital space will ensure our facilities 
match the level of care we provide, close to 
home, for East Toronto’s diverse population 
of 400,000 people. When you give, you’ll be 
making an investment in the well-being of our 
entire community — because when people are 
healthy, everyone benefits. Leave a mark that 
will improve health for everyone in East Toronto 
for years to come.

You care about making a difference in your 
community. Now you can show your love for 
the east end and give From the Heart.

Join the From the Heart program at the $5,000, $10,000 or  
$15,000 level and your generosity will be celebrated with a personalized  

glass orb. Text of your choice will be engraved to recognize your support, 
honour someone special, or commemorate an occasion. 

Jen Bermingham 
& 

Andy Willis

The Kim Family
Celebrating 
Ava's Arrival

The East York Bakery
With Thanks to  
Our Employees

TEXT SHOWN AS ACTUAL SIZE

Artist rendering of From the Heart art installation

Renderings of the  
Ken and Marilyn Thomson  

Patient Care Centre

YOU WILL RECEIVE A RECEIPT FOR INCOME TAX PURPOSES  
FOR THE FULL AMOUNT OF YOUR GIFT. 

 “We want to help ensure everyone in our diverse east end community  
has better health outcomes and with that, a stronger ability to  
thrive. From the Heart struck a chord; it gave us the chance to  

play a meaningful role in the hospital’s new chapter.”
JEN BERMINGHAM & ANDY WILLIS


